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Free read Shapes shapes shapes (2023)
photographs of familiar objects such as chair barrettes and manhole cover present a
study of rounded and angular shapes shapes play supporting roles in the world around us
but which one will be the star of shapeston elementary schoolês play triangle has
experience as a traffic sign and square moonlights as a postage stamp circle as a lemon
slice rectangle as the cover of a magazine and diamond as a kite while oval has played
a surfboard a fun and fresh look at basic shapes that will have you seeing them in
surprising places for use in schools and libraries only a wordless book presents
photographs from everyday life providing examples of various geometric shapes this text
teaches young children basic concepts while giving simple information about the natural
world each left hand page poses a question the right hand page has three possible
answers and three flaps the reader lifts the flap and discovers a simple animal fact
based on the chosen shape discover all kinds of shapes in this bright and highly
designed first concept board book follow a curious fox and his little friend as he
explores what fun objects circles triangles ovals and rectangles can make an engaging
well designed way to introduce first shapes this board book is perfect for little ones
to read with their parents teaches about shapes and how to identify shapes in our world
compose two dimensional shapes rectangles squares trapezoids triangles half circles and
quarter circles or three dimensional shapes cubes right rectangular prisms right
circular cones and right circular cylinders to create a composite shape and compose new
shapes from the composite shape triangles circles squares to most of us these are just
simple shapes but in the imaginations of lulu and max these shapes found in a box take
on exciting new meanings what will you see many different shapes can be found around
the house and this ebook helps readers to recognize basic geometric shapes learn 2
dimensional and 3 dimensional shapes through fun shape characters see examples of
everyday objects that reflect the shapes colorful illustrations and basic words the
ideal learning book for toddlers children in preschool kindergarten or a higher grade
for ages 2 through to 7 simple illustrations and text introduce the concept of shapes
size and shape are fundamental properties kids use to identify objects many objects are
made from basic shapes like triangles or squares that are extended to three dimensions
in this book colorful photographs show familiar objects and define their shapes such as
how a ball is a sphere further kids might be surprised to learn that we can quantify
how much space any object takes up regardless of its shape introduces common shapes
such as squares and circles and demonstrates how they can easily be transformed into
other forms trying to teach shapes to your little ones this is the best book to start
filled with attractive images featuring different shapes this is a valuable resource
that your child will love to have there are also examples of commonly seen objects to
nail the information in choose to have a copy of this book today a square is just a
square until it becomes a house in this clever book a circle becomes a spinning ferris
wheel and when you add some string and a tail to a diamond shape it becomes a kite
flying high in the sky with sprightly rhymes and energetic illustrations filled with
hidden shapes dayle ann dodds and julie lacome reveal that shapes are everywhere
encouraged by this entertaining introduction to an important first concept young
children will eagerly begin to identify shapes in the world around them part of dk s
successful my first board book series my first shapes features images with clear labels
and was created with a preschooler s stage of educational development in mind
preschoolers can learn about all different shapes in my first shapes an informational
board book featuring images of triangles rectangles stars hearts and more and including
a toy train scene with all the my first shapes called out the bold beautiful images are
labeled clearly promoting early learning and language skills and the pages are filled
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with the distinctive iconic design of dk s my first series made with toddlers ages 0 2
in mind the book s sturdy format is ideal for small hands to hold and carry whether
read alone or with an adult my first shapes encourages independent learning as
preschoolers get to know all the basic shapes soft shapes the best selling soft shapes
series introduces new titles with a brand new look kids will love made entirely of
child safe foam with pop out play pieces these huggable squeezable touchable favorites
are all dressed up with color illustrations it s the same great foam filled fun but now
with a fresh new face so many hidden shapes just waiting to be found children will love
discovering the basic shapes that make up each picture in this early learning book then
popping out the pieces to see if they were right our first encounters with math usually
come through shapes geometry skills are learned from an early age and readers build
upon those first geometry lessons with topics like describing objects using the names
of shapes identifying both two dimensional and three dimensional shapes and composing
shapes readers are able to explore these essential concepts independently through
accessible text and colorful images of both new and familiar shapes common two
dimensional and three dimensional shapes are introduced in this volume which adheres to
standard k g a 3 of the common core state standards for mathematics this book should be
paired with is it flat or is it solid 9781477720004 from the infomax math readers
program to provide the alternative point of view on the same topic early learning
shapes colors meet the red triangles the yellow squares and the blue circles who have a
great idea for a game together they want to see if they can make a brand new shape i m
a shape is a book written for children to help them learn and understand their shapes
the book gives a catchy and easy to follow along with tempo which helps kids stay
focused so they can learn the shapes not only does the book help kids learn their
shapes by pictures but it also helps them recognize a shape by the amount of sides it
has making shapes is a very first introduction to shapes each shape has an indented
shape within it for children to follow with their fingers a fundamental feature of
montessori teaching shapes are everywhere shapes at home helps introduce young readers
to various shapes found in daily life from a square tile to a cylinder dog bowl simple
sentences along with large eye catching photographs help illustrate the 2 dimensional
and 3 dimensional shapes found in the home prompts for recognizing shapes at the
beginning and end of the book help strengthen vocabulary math comprehension and
critical thinking skills aligned to common core standards and correlated to state
standards super sandcastle is an imprint of abdo publishing a division of abdo presents
different shapes what they are called and where they can be found the seasons of the
year and pictures of nature are used to teach young readers about shapes and patterns
shapes are everywhere kids will learn all about basic shapes in this bright lively book
pop ups flaps flip mini books and pull tabs help kids recognize circles squares
triangles and more there s even a set of shapes that children can hold feel and match
to the interactive illustrations miss anna s story about shapes is full of imaginative
fun and memorable surprises see what shapes are behind each door shapes are a class of
their own in the shape story presents labeled pictures of various shapes such as a
round plate a square window and an oval mirror john canty the award winning author
illustrator of the heads and tails series introduces readers to a multi tiered new
concept book about shape and colour sorting and object identification with fresh and
appealing illustrations and a striking design this is a future classic for modern kids
this is a first shapes book with a difference the wonderful world of the talented sarah
dyer is laid out in gorgeous organized chaos for the joy of young readers each page is
scattered with objects that little ones will love pointing out and naming including
circle shaped things clock frying pan ladybird spots and square shaped things window
building blocks a cracker sarah s funky illustrations and playful sense of humour will
see the book of shapes becoming an instant hit for toddlers and parents alike pulltabs
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foldouts foldovers wheels and more enhance this interactive concept book about shapes
as brightly colored stars squares rectangles and other shapes are presented shapes all
around me is a wonderful interactive book that introduces children to a variety of
shapes go on a scavenger hunt with sam throughout his home to find circles squares
rectangles hexagons diamonds and more shapes all around me will have your little
learner looking at shapes in a whole new way can you discover shapes hiding from you
shapes are everywhere shapes in nature helps introduce young readers to various shapes
found in daily life from a cone on a rhino horn to a hexagon honeycomb simple sentences
along with large eye catching photographs help illustrate the 2 dimensional and 3
dimensional shapes found in nature prompts for recognizing shapes at the beginning and
end of the book help strengthen vocabulary math comprehension and critical thinking
skills aligned to common core standards and correlated to state standards super
sandcastle is an imprint of abdo publishing company presents different things that are
examples of various shapes very young children will love touching the embossed shapes
in this bright book and there are lots of shapes to spot in the lively scenes square
circle diamond and more follow a mysterious red box as it travels by air train and
truck and take a happy trip through the world of shapes too as the package makes its
way turn the transparent acetate to see everything from a big circular sun and oval owl
to a triangular pyramid magic shapes is a fun colorful and unique way to learn coloring
cut and fold 3d shapes for kids learn 2 dimensional and 3 dimensional shapes through
fun shape characters see examples of everyday objects that reflect the shapes the ideal
learning book for toddlers children in preschool kindergarten or a higher grade for
ages 2 through to 10 this fun and educational children s shapes picture book helps
teach kids 2 and 3 dimensional shapes through fun shape characters and everyday objects
find the suggested shape on the first page and then turn the page to reveal the answer
to the picture puzzle simple text and illustrations help young readers learn shapes



Shapes, Shapes, Shapes 1986
photographs of familiar objects such as chair barrettes and manhole cover present a
study of rounded and angular shapes

Starring Shapes! 2015-09-01
shapes play supporting roles in the world around us but which one will be the star of
shapeston elementary schoolês play triangle has experience as a traffic sign and square
moonlights as a postage stamp circle as a lemon slice rectangle as the cover of a
magazine and diamond as a kite while oval has played a surfboard a fun and fresh look
at basic shapes that will have you seeing them in surprising places

Shapes, Shapes, Shapes 1996-03-01
for use in schools and libraries only a wordless book presents photographs from
everyday life providing examples of various geometric shapes

Shapes 2000
this text teaches young children basic concepts while giving simple information about
the natural world each left hand page poses a question the right hand page has three
possible answers and three flaps the reader lifts the flap and discovers a simple
animal fact based on the chosen shape

Shapes 2016-10-25
discover all kinds of shapes in this bright and highly designed first concept board
book follow a curious fox and his little friend as he explores what fun objects circles
triangles ovals and rectangles can make an engaging well designed way to introduce
first shapes this board book is perfect for little ones to read with their parents

Building With Shapes 2019-03-27
teaches about shapes and how to identify shapes in our world compose two dimensional
shapes rectangles squares trapezoids triangles half circles and quarter circles or
three dimensional shapes cubes right rectangular prisms right circular cones and right
circular cylinders to create a composite shape and compose new shapes from the
composite shape

Big Box of Shapes 2018-08-01
triangles circles squares to most of us these are just simple shapes but in the
imaginations of lulu and max these shapes found in a box take on exciting new meanings
what will you see

Shapes at Home 2010-01-01
many different shapes can be found around the house and this ebook helps readers to
recognize basic geometric shapes



My Shapes Book 2017-12-02
learn 2 dimensional and 3 dimensional shapes through fun shape characters see examples
of everyday objects that reflect the shapes colorful illustrations and basic words the
ideal learning book for toddlers children in preschool kindergarten or a higher grade
for ages 2 through to 7

Square is a Shape 1974
simple illustrations and text introduce the concept of shapes

Shape, Size, and Volume 2018-12-15
size and shape are fundamental properties kids use to identify objects many objects are
made from basic shapes like triangles or squares that are extended to three dimensions
in this book colorful photographs show familiar objects and define their shapes such as
how a ball is a sphere further kids might be surprised to learn that we can quantify
how much space any object takes up regardless of its shape

Shapes 1987
introduces common shapes such as squares and circles and demonstrates how they can
easily be transformed into other forms

Big Squares and Little Triangles!: Shapes Books for
Preschoolers 2015-12-20
trying to teach shapes to your little ones this is the best book to start filled with
attractive images featuring different shapes this is a valuable resource that your
child will love to have there are also examples of commonly seen objects to nail the
information in choose to have a copy of this book today

Learn Your Shapes 2010
a square is just a square until it becomes a house in this clever book a circle becomes
a spinning ferris wheel and when you add some string and a tail to a diamond shape it
becomes a kite flying high in the sky with sprightly rhymes and energetic illustrations
filled with hidden shapes dayle ann dodds and julie lacome reveal that shapes are
everywhere encouraged by this entertaining introduction to an important first concept
young children will eagerly begin to identify shapes in the world around them

The Shape of Things 1996-03-07
part of dk s successful my first board book series my first shapes features images with
clear labels and was created with a preschooler s stage of educational development in
mind preschoolers can learn about all different shapes in my first shapes an
informational board book featuring images of triangles rectangles stars hearts and more
and including a toy train scene with all the my first shapes called out the bold
beautiful images are labeled clearly promoting early learning and language skills and
the pages are filled with the distinctive iconic design of dk s my first series made



with toddlers ages 0 2 in mind the book s sturdy format is ideal for small hands to
hold and carry whether read alone or with an adult my first shapes encourages
independent learning as preschoolers get to know all the basic shapes

My First Shapes 2017-06-13
soft shapes the best selling soft shapes series introduces new titles with a brand new
look kids will love made entirely of child safe foam with pop out play pieces these
huggable squeezable touchable favorites are all dressed up with color illustrations it
s the same great foam filled fun but now with a fresh new face so many hidden shapes
just waiting to be found children will love discovering the basic shapes that make up
each picture in this early learning book then popping out the pieces to see if they
were right

Soft Shapes: Shapes 2010-03-01
our first encounters with math usually come through shapes geometry skills are learned
from an early age and readers build upon those first geometry lessons with topics like
describing objects using the names of shapes identifying both two dimensional and three
dimensional shapes and composing shapes readers are able to explore these essential
concepts independently through accessible text and colorful images of both new and
familiar shapes common two dimensional and three dimensional shapes are introduced in
this volume which adheres to standard k g a 3 of the common core state standards for
mathematics this book should be paired with is it flat or is it solid 9781477720004
from the infomax math readers program to provide the alternative point of view on the
same topic

Flat Shapes, Solid Shapes 2013-08-01
early learning shapes colors meet the red triangles the yellow squares and the blue
circles who have a great idea for a game together they want to see if they can make a
brand new shape

Shapes at Play 2016
i m a shape is a book written for children to help them learn and understand their
shapes the book gives a catchy and easy to follow along with tempo which helps kids
stay focused so they can learn the shapes not only does the book help kids learn their
shapes by pictures but it also helps them recognize a shape by the amount of sides it
has

I'm A Shape - Shapes Book 2022-12-30
making shapes is a very first introduction to shapes each shape has an indented shape
within it for children to follow with their fingers a fundamental feature of montessori
teaching

Making Shapes 2007-03-01
shapes are everywhere shapes at home helps introduce young readers to various shapes
found in daily life from a square tile to a cylinder dog bowl simple sentences along



with large eye catching photographs help illustrate the 2 dimensional and 3 dimensional
shapes found in the home prompts for recognizing shapes at the beginning and end of the
book help strengthen vocabulary math comprehension and critical thinking skills aligned
to common core standards and correlated to state standards super sandcastle is an
imprint of abdo publishing a division of abdo

Shapes at Home 2013-08-15
presents different shapes what they are called and where they can be found

Solid Shapes 2005-09
the seasons of the year and pictures of nature are used to teach young readers about
shapes and patterns

Shapes and Patterns We Know 2013-03-01
shapes are everywhere kids will learn all about basic shapes in this bright lively book
pop ups flaps flip mini books and pull tabs help kids recognize circles squares
triangles and more there s even a set of shapes that children can hold feel and match
to the interactive illustrations

Learn about Shapes 1998
miss anna s story about shapes is full of imaginative fun and memorable surprises see
what shapes are behind each door shapes are a class of their own in the shape story

The Shape Story 1 2020-07-20
presents labeled pictures of various shapes such as a round plate a square window and
an oval mirror

The Shape Story 2 2020-10-23
john canty the award winning author illustrator of the heads and tails series
introduces readers to a multi tiered new concept book about shape and colour sorting
and object identification with fresh and appealing illustrations and a striking design
this is a future classic for modern kids

Shapes in My House 2002-12-15
this is a first shapes book with a difference the wonderful world of the talented sarah
dyer is laid out in gorgeous organized chaos for the joy of young readers each page is
scattered with objects that little ones will love pointing out and naming including
circle shaped things clock frying pan ladybird spots and square shaped things window
building blocks a cracker sarah s funky illustrations and playful sense of humour will
see the book of shapes becoming an instant hit for toddlers and parents alike



Shapes and Colors 2021-09-28
pulltabs foldouts foldovers wheels and more enhance this interactive concept book about
shapes as brightly colored stars squares rectangles and other shapes are presented

Book of Shapes 2017-02-02
shapes all around me is a wonderful interactive book that introduces children to a
variety of shapes go on a scavenger hunt with sam throughout his home to find circles
squares rectangles hexagons diamonds and more shapes all around me will have your
little learner looking at shapes in a whole new way can you discover shapes hiding from
you

Make a Change 2000
shapes are everywhere shapes in nature helps introduce young readers to various shapes
found in daily life from a cone on a rhino horn to a hexagon honeycomb simple sentences
along with large eye catching photographs help illustrate the 2 dimensional and 3
dimensional shapes found in nature prompts for recognizing shapes at the beginning and
end of the book help strengthen vocabulary math comprehension and critical thinking
skills aligned to common core standards and correlated to state standards super
sandcastle is an imprint of abdo publishing company

Shapes All Around Me 2014-08-27
presents different things that are examples of various shapes

Shapes in Nature 2014-09-01
very young children will love touching the embossed shapes in this bright book and
there are lots of shapes to spot in the lively scenes

Shapes 2001
square circle diamond and more follow a mysterious red box as it travels by air train
and truck and take a happy trip through the world of shapes too as the package makes
its way turn the transparent acetate to see everything from a big circular sun and oval
owl to a triangular pyramid magic shapes is a fun colorful and unique way to learn

I Can Draw Shapes 2014
coloring cut and fold 3d shapes for kids learn 2 dimensional and 3 dimensional shapes
through fun shape characters see examples of everyday objects that reflect the shapes
the ideal learning book for toddlers children in preschool kindergarten or a higher
grade for ages 2 through to 10 this fun and educational children s shapes picture book
helps teach kids 2 and 3 dimensional shapes through fun shape characters and everyday
objects find the suggested shape on the first page and then turn the page to reveal the
answer to the picture puzzle



First Shapes 2006
simple text and illustrations help young readers learn shapes

Soft Shapes 1999

Magic Shapes 2014-05-20

Cut and Fold 3D Shapes for Kids 2020-05-04

Shapes Are Everywhere! 2013-07
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